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1.

Foreword

The Council has implemented a strategic approach to procurement for a number of
years. This current version of the strategy sets out the ambition for the Council’s
procurement activity to positively impact on our economy and the people of
Cumbria.
As a result of uncertainties in the current economic climate and the challenges such
brings, effective procurement in local government has never been more important.
Procurement has a pivotal role in ensuring the Council delivers high quality services
and wider social economic benefits, by working in partnership and collaboration
with commissioners and providers, and the wider public sector generally.

The aims of the strategy are three-fold:
First, to support the Council’s long-term financial sustainability and drive efficiencies
by ensuring all procurement activities are efficient; effective; transparent, legally
compliant and equitable, thereby delivering value for money and commercial
benefits.
Second, to support local economic growth whilst responding to commissioning
requirements, encouraging and supporting local organisations to bid, win and
deliver Council contracts where possible.
Third, to optimise the social value opportunities through contracting arrangements
where appropriate and proportionate to do so, delivering wider socio, economic and
environmental benefits to the people and communities of Cumbria.
In developing this Strategy we have listened to our key suppliers, the third sector,
customers of the procurement service across the Council and I am confident that it
takes account of the local picture, whilst considering the national context and best
practice and policy.
The strategy sets out our commitment to introduce our ethical contracting charter
which will set out the aspirations, standards and the behaviours we expect from
others who we do business with.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those involved in the development of
this Strategy and look forward to working with you in its implementation – to deliver
the best services possible within the available resources.
Cllr Ian Stewart
Deputy Leader of the Council and Cabinet Member for Commissioning and
Procurement
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2.

Introduction (what do we mean by Procurement?)

In order to deliver our priorities and statutory responsibilities, the Council currently
procures goods, works and services with a value in the region of £520million
(2016/17). As one of the largest buyers within Cumbria, the Council is aware of the
impact its spending patterns and commissioning decisions have on the lives of
many who live or work in the County.
The Council’s framework for Procurement includes the Sustainable Procurement
Strategy, the Contract Procedure Rules and public procurement legislation.
Procurement is the business management function that ensures identification,
sourcing, access and management of the external resources that an organisation
needs or may need to fulfil its strategic objectives. (Chartered Institute of
Purchasing and Supply (CIPS) 2013). The steps in the procurement cycle are set
out below:

The proposed Sustainable Procurement Strategy builds upon the previous Strategy
(2014-2018) and sets out the Council’s vision for procurement, its aims, outcomes
and action plan for its delivery. A summary of some key achievements of the
current Procurement Strategy (2014-18) is set out over the page.
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Through the delivery of its 2014-18 strategy the Council was able to:
 Deliver greater value for money through clearer lines of accountability
between commissioning and procurement activities; developing a category
manager/internal business partner approach; and introduced a new early
payment scheme initiative which delivers over £400,000 income per annum;
 Strengthen and develop procurement processes, contract management and
the Council’s capacity to deliver on its procurement agenda;
 Develop better links with the wider supply base which has resulted in greater
value for money in what the Council buys;
 Strengthened the Council’s relationship with the Third Sector and Small and
Medium Enterprises (SME’s), for example, over 2,000 people are employed
on part/full-time basis to work on transport contracts in Cumbria; eight
apprenticeships created specifically relating to Capital Schemes;
approximately 35% spend with local SME’s (60% with SME’s nationally);
over 64% spend in Cumbria generally; over £4m. spend annually on food
contracts, 90% of the fresh meat sourced is produced in Cumbria; 100% of
school milk supplied and delivered by local farms and the Council spends
9% of its addressable spend with 90 Third Sector organisations;
 Corporately, through two service reviews, has delivered over £1.5m revenue
savings in staffing costs in a centralised team.
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3.

Executive Summary

The Sustainable Procurement Strategy (2018-22) sets out the Council’s vision for
procurement, the outcomes it will secure and a plan for delivery. The Strategy is set
within the context of the Council Plan (2018-22) which states that our vision is to
be:
‘A Council that works with residents, businesses, communities and other
organisations to deliver the best services possible within the available
resources’.
The outcomes describe what we want to achieve for the people of Cumbria, and
these provide a clear focus for everything we do:
 People in Cumbria are healthy and safe
 People in Cumbria are well connected and thriving
 The economy is growing and benefits everyone
The Council will achieve this vision by putting customers at the heart of everything
we do; supporting communities to thrive; focusing on the most vulnerable and
managing demand.
The Council’s Sustainable Procurement Strategy (2018-22) builds upon the
previous strategy (2014-18) which has been significantly delivered. It reflects both
local and national policies and priorities and takes into account feedback from
Elected Members, the third sector, key suppliers, and customers. It describes the
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ambition for sustainable procurement and the role procurement will play in
achieving the Council’s vision and outcomes for the people of Cumbria, supporting
our new ways of working and the priorities and focus for activities over the next four
years.
The Strategy aims to:




Support the Council’s long-term financial sustainability and drive
efficiencies
Support local economic growth whilst responding to commissioning
requirements
Optimise the opportunities for delivering ‘social value’ opportunities
through procurement

The outcomes from the Sustainable Procurement Strategy (2018-22) are as
follows:










Value for money is achieved for the Council and the people of Cumbria –
procurement drives efficiencies and results in cost effective purchasing
decisions within available resources;
Council Plan outcomes and activities are delivered from procured goods
and services meeting the commissioning needs of services users;
Local economic growth is supported – local organisations are supported
to bid, win and deliver Council contracts where possible;
The impact and value from our contract expenditure is maximised –
opportunities will be taken to incorporate socio, economic and environmental
benefit clauses into contracts, wherever relevant and proportionate to do so,
and reflected in the development and implementation of an ethical
contracting charter;
The Council’s commitment to the Living Wage is demonstrated – the
encouragement of providers to pay the Living Wage Foundation’s Living
Wage to their staff in delivering services to, and for the Council;
The Council encourages and supports the operation of effective
markets - the Council will use its purchasing power and relationships to help
optimise competition and performance, seeking to mitigate risks of market
failure and put in place simple, robust and legally compliant contract
procedures.

The refreshed Strategy is set against a background of uncertainty and change. For
procurement activities, this impact of in Brexit and the legislative framework
provided through the EU Procurement Directives will become clearer over the life of
the Strategy.
Pressure upon local government budgets continues. The Council has made
extensive savings amounting to £214million over the period 2011-2018 from its
day-day revenue expenditure and The Council estimates that it will need to save
another approx. £70 million by 2022.
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Demand for services continues too, particularly in relation to services to the most
vulnerable adults and children. In addition, Cumbria faces particular challenges in
relation to the maintenance and updating of highways and built infrastructure in a
county the size of Cumbria.
These challenges also provide opportunities for the Council to use its purchasing
power to deliver improvements in the structure of markets, provide opportunities for
local suppliers, deliver better outcomes for people, and support better
commissioning and integration of services across public sector organisations
operating in Cumbria.
A development plan (set of measures) has been developed to demonstrate delivery
against the Strategy and this is set out in Appendix 3. (It demonstrates the
relationship flowing from and between the aims; the outcomes and the actions).

4. National Context
Public procurement in the UK has largely been determined by the framework of
regulations and directives that are set at an EU level. Currently, all EU directives
remain in effect while the UK negotiates an exit settlement. This means that
decisions of the European Courts continue to be binding on the UK Courts, and that
the fundamental EU Treaty principles in application of procurement activities of
equal treatment, non-discrimination, transparency, mutual recognition and
proportionality remain unchanged.
Brexit and the continuing pressure on public finances are likely to dominate public
policy on procurement and will impact on how the Council procures goods, works
and services. The UK is expected to have completed its negotiation with the EU by
March 2019. After Brexit, changes to procurement in the UK will depend on the
nature of any agreement made with the EU. There are two main scenarios:
 If the UK participates in the European Economic Area (EEA), then rules on
procurement will remain unaltered;
 If the UK reverts to World Trade Organisation (WTO) membership and its
participation in a Government Procurement Agreement (GPA), then the UK
could develop legislation that operates largely in accord with EU rules, but
with a greater degree of flexibility.
While the negotiations of an EU exit create a degree of uncertainty in relation to
local authority procurement, the main drivers remain factors relating to the UK.
These factors are contributing to a general but rising level of uncertainty in many
markets which is impacting on the investment and pricing models employed by
suppliers.
The main driver for procurement policy in Local Government since 2010 has been
around driving efficiencies through the supply chain, while maintaining the quality of
goods, services and works procured.
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The scale of the financial challenge is unprecedented. On 22nd November 2017
the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced the Autumn Budget 2017. Austerity for
local government continues, as an example, the Council’s main revenue grant from
central government in 2012 was £148m, and in 2018/19 is £41m; a cut of over
£100m in cash terms. By 2020/21 we expect this grant to be reduced to zero.
The Autumn Budget did not provide much detail about the impact of Brexit on the
economy although £3bn was put aside for mitigations. Public Sector borrowing is
expected to increase as the Chancellor pushed up public sector spending, on areas
such as Brexit preparations (£3bn), and therefore slowed down the deficit
reduction. The Chancellor is now expecting to remove the deficit by 2025 which will
mean continued pressure on public sector spending in the medium term, with
commitments to public services such as international development, defence and to
pensioners remain which means there is expected to be continued pressure on
local government for the foreseeable future.
The Council has found savings of £214million in its annual revenue budget since 1st
April 2011 and is expected to find at least a further £70 million in its annual budgets
to 31st March 2022.

Against this background, current policy discussion on local government
procurement has been set out in two key national reports:


House of Commons Communities and Local Government Committee: ‘Local
Government Procurement’: Published 13 March 2014;
 Local Government Association (LGA): ‘National Procurement Strategy for
Local Government in England 2014’: Published July 2014.
Both reports are set in the context of declining public sector spend and developing
initiatives around commercialisation, delivery of strategic objectives through
procurement, greater outsourcing and development of alternative models of
delivery, managing risk and greater probity and governance. The LGA report
particularly focuses on how councils can achieve savings in a way that supports
local economies, demonstrates leadership, and is able to use procurement to assist
in the modernisation of services. This report also produced recommendations set
against the various tiers of local government, and pan government Professional
Buying Organisations (PBO’s).
Appendix 1 sets out how the Council is currently delivering against the
recommendations of each of these national reports.

5.

Local and organisational context

5.1 What the Council currently procures
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Currently, the Council procures goods, works, services and utilities with a value in
the region of £520m gross per annum (2016/17). This is known as the ‘addressable
spend’. The Council has contracts with approximately 7,900 suppliers, spanning the
entire spectrum from local third sector organisations and SME businesses
generally, through to multi-national companies.
The Council has significant influence on the economic wellbeing of the county,
given its purchasing power.
The Council categorises procurement expenditure into four tiers, and the table
below sets out the proportion of Council spend on each tier.
Currently, the Council spends approximately 35% with local Small, Medium
Enterprises (SME’s) and 58% with SME’s nationally. This compares favourably
when viewed against central government’s ambition to spend 1 in every 3 pounds
through SMEs through government contracts by 2020.’
The Council spends approximately 63% with Cumbria-based organisations. In
relation to Third Sector spend; this is approximately 9%, across 90 organisations.

Percentage of
spend
58.4%

Value of
spend
£303.7m

Number of
suppliers
87

Percentage of
spend volume
1.1%

Tier 2: more
than £50k
spend pa

34.6%

£180m

832

10.4%

Tier 3: more
than £10k
spend pa

6.4%

£33.4m

2,412

30.3%

Tier 4: less
than £10k
spend pa

0.6%

£2.9m

4,642

58.2%

Tier 1: more
than £500k
spend pa

The analysis of transactional expenditure shows that over 58% is with over 4,600
suppliers, for just over 0.5% of the Council’s overall spend. This reflects the
Council’s commitment to deliver value for money and support the local small and
medium businesses (SME’s). The size of our supply chain also reflects the variety
of services provided by the Council.
The ‘heat map’ of Council expenditure in 2016/17 demonstrates the commitment to
Cumbrian and North-West suppliers, whilst complying with the requirements of
procurement legislation. The commitment to local spending remains in the
refreshed Strategy.
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(‘Red’ depicting where the Council spends most money):

5.2 Organisational context
Local government has faced unprecedented levels of budget reductions over the
past few years. This has resulted in the Council having to make savings of
£214million in its budget over the period 2011-2018 and we still need to save
another approximately £70million by 2022.
The Sustainable Procurement Strategy contributes to the delivery of the Council
Plan and Medium Term Financial Plan. Both were agreed by Council at its meeting
in February 2018 for the period 2018-2022. The Council Plan sets out the vision for
the Council along with outcomes and is supported by Council Plan Delivery Plan.
The Council’s vision is to be:
‘A Council that works with residents, businesses, communities and other
organisations to deliver the best services possible within the available
resources’.
We will achieve this vision by putting customers at the heart of everything we do;
supporting communities to thrive; focusing on the most vulnerable and managing
demand.
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5.3 Delivering Commissioning Outcomes within
increasing/changing patterns of demand

As shown in the commissioning diagram above, the sustainable procurement
strategy supports the commissioning activities of the Council in the following ways:
The Commissioning Strategy for Care and Support delivered by Adult Social Care
2016-2020 describes Cumbria as having a ‘super-ageing’ population. This means
that there is an increase in the number of people in the older age groups, and a
decrease in the number in the younger age groups. By 2020, over a quarter of the
Cumbrian population will be aged over 65.This is a greater proportion than the
average for the country. At the same time, more young people with disabilities are
surviving into adulthood and old age, and more people are living for longer with
complex needs, frailty, long term conditions and/or dementia.
The Cumbria Looked After Children Strategy 2015-2018 states that Local
Authorities and health services in England face a growing pressure to meet their
statutory responsibilities in relation to children looked after. Since 2009 there has
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been a 12% increase in the numbers of children in care, with more children in care
than at any time since 1985.
This growth in needs is happening alongside the continuing reduction of funding
from central government to local government, and at a time of increasing demand
pressures elsewhere in the public sector, (in particular, in the NHS), which will
impact upon the Council. In relation to demands upon health and social care, the
Care Act 2014, placed wider requirements on Councils to promote prevention and
wellbeing, and to develop the market for the whole population, consequently, the
Council will need to consider this in commissioning ‘people’ related services.
Consequently, market shaping, oversight and contingency planning are key
activities to be proactively managed by the Council. For example, it must
understand the care provider market and stimulate a diverse range of care and
support services to ensure people and their carers have choice over how their
needs are met. It is also about the market as a whole being vibrant and stable.
Local authorities have a duty to step-in around provider failure and the formal Care
Quality Commission market oversight regime helps local authorities carry out this
role. Preparing for any provider failure ensures people continue to receive the care
and support they need. This will be a broad activity to manage risks around service
disruption, including financial failure of providers but also extending to other
reasons such as quality failings.
In relation to the commissioning of Capital and Infrastructure services, the recent
short-term increase in spending on the Infrastructure Recovery Programme has led
to the early re-procurement of some key highways contracts and frameworks.
Looking ahead, procurement will be focused on developing long-term relationships
with key suppliers for the substantial maintenance activities such as surfacing
works. The aim is to maximise the benefits of collaborative working throughout the
supply chain, for example, through the development of shared objectives, values
and behaviours, thereby encouraging innovation and efficiency. Health and Safety
performance is a key element on all contract KPI’s, in addition to both the
development of the in-house operations team and frameworks with SME’s and
suppliers generally.
Sustainable Procurement will support the provision of goods, works and services, to
deliver the commissioning strategies of the key services described above.

6.

Our vision, principles and outcomes

Within the context of Cumbria County Council, procurement has become a much
more integrated function within the overall business of the Council. We have
subscribed to develop and implement an ethical contracting charter which will set
out our aspirations, standards and the behaviours we expect from organisations
wishing to do business with the Council.
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6.1 Vision and Aims of Sustainable Procurement
The aims of the Sustainable Procurement Strategy in contributing to the Council’s
vision are:




Support the Council’s long-term financial sustainability and drive efficiencies;
Support local economic growth whilst responding to commissioning
requirements;
Optimise the opportunities for delivering ‘social value’ opportunities through
procurement.

6.2

Principles of procurement

Over the next four years, to achieve these aims and outcomes, the Council
commits to the following principles:
 To exercise responsibility as a contracting authority;
 To help shape, influence and facilitate the market;
 To raise the level of contract management expertise across the Council;
 To consider the efficiencies from new contracting arrangements.
In achieving these principles, the Council will commit to:










6.3

apply evidence-based decision making at both commissioning and contract
award stages, along with robust risk management;
be open, fair, transparent and accessible – by ensuring contracting
opportunities are identified and available in a timely and user friendly format;
take an efficient and proportional approach to procurement policies,
procedures, systems and operations;
proactively engage with all stakeholders, maximising customer, partner and
contractor relationships;
work closer and smarter with Third Sector, SME’s and local businesses, and
consider structuring appropriate large scale contracting opportunities to
make them more accessible to SME bids;
continue to use social value toolkit in shaping the contract offer;
ensure operational activities are aligned to strategies;
ensure robust and appropriate contract management arrangements are in
place;
proactive supplier engagement events with all market segments.
Outcomes from procurement

Procurement is often viewed as a compliance activity that is focused on rules and
legislation. (In part this is true as the Council must comply with legislation and
thereby be free of any legal challenge to both its processes and contract award
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decisions). However, this can lead organisations to underestimate the contribution
of procurement to improved outcomes.
The outcomes from the Sustainable Procurement Strategy (2018-22) are as
follows:









Value for money is achieved for the Council and the people of Cumbria –
procurement drives efficiencies and results in cost effective purchasing
decisions within available resources;
Council Plan outcomes and activities are delivered from procured goods
and services meeting the commissioning needs of services users;
Local economic growth is supported – local organisations are supported
to bid, win and deliver Council contracts where possible;
The impact and value from our contract expenditure is maximised –
opportunities will be taken to incorporate socio, economic and environmental
benefit clauses into contracts, wherever relevant and proportionate to do so;
The Council’s commitment to the Living Wage is demonstrated – the
encouragement of providers to pay the Living Wage Foundation’s Living
Wage rate to their staff in delivering services to, and for the Council;
The Council encourages and supports the operation of effective
markets - the Council will use its purchasing power and relationships to help
optimise competition and performance, seeking to mitigate risks of market
failure and put in place simple, robust and legally compliant contract
procedures.

6.4 Social Value Policy and Legislation.
Through the delivery of the Sustainable Procurement Strategy the Council has
leverage in terms of purchasing power; achieves value for money on its contracts,
and is increasingly delivering wider social, economic and environmental benefits.
Appendix 2 sets out the Social Value toolkit which provides examples of how such
wider benefits can be requested and realised through contract awards.
The Public Services (Social Value Act) 2012 came into force on the 31 January
2013.
As a Council we developed a Social Value toolkit several years ago and over the
past five years have applied such to relevant tender exercises. Currently, we have
a target to ensure we have at least one social value clause in nine out of ten
tenders going out to the marketplace, and where legally appropriate and
proportionate to do so, we increase this number. This target will continue in the
refreshed Strategy.
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7. Delivering the Strategy
7.1 In delivering the Sustainable Procurement Strategy, the
following actions are set out in relation to the four new ways of
working the Council committed to in the Council Plan (201822) as follows:

Working together:
 Continue to develop the collaborative relationships we
have with the Cumbrian local authorities; LDNPA;
Police; Third Sector and wider communities, in order to
benefit from economies of scale in contracting.
 Support our partnership working with local NHS and
Health partners in commissioning and procuring
services to improve integration of services and
delivered outcomes.
 Discuss with marketplace the application of the Living Wage Foundation’s
Living Wage rate, where appropriate to do so.
Enterprise and Efficiency:
 Secure approx. £500,000 income through, for example, the supplier early
payment scheme, and continue to develop commercial opportunities such as
through rebates and dividends;
 Work with commissioners to review the scope of contracts in advance of
commissioning of new services and new contracts, to seek contract
efficiencies and early consideration of how best to deliver customers’ needs;
 Use our purchasing power to help shape the provision of services from a
‘mixed’ market provision;
 Harness the use of pan government buying organisations where appropriate
in order to achieve leverage/value for money;
 Appropriate use of ‘call-off’/mini-competitions through Frameworks, in order
to secure value for money;
 Hold supplier engagement events with the various organisations ie. SME,
Third Sector and others;
 Review the current Social Value toolkit and its application during 2018/19.
 Develop and implement a charter setting out the Council’s aspirations from
the contracting arrangements it undertakes with its suppliers, commercial
and voluntary sector, including sub-contractors of the prime contractors.
Digital Transformation:
 Continue to develop ‘The Chest’ and the e-portal to procure goods and
services, seeking to further streamline procurement processes for bidders
and suppliers;
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 Enhance the use of Council’s website to facilitate transport user information
for school children and adults using Council provided transport solutions;
 Increase the number of suppliers using The Chest (web portal).
Prevention and Intervention;
 Support the implementation of commissioning strategies of Children’s
Services and Health and Care in procuring prevention and intervention
services, assisting the review and re-modelling of commissioning and
procurement intentions, where appropriate.
7.2

Performance and Monitoring

Measuring effectiveness through tangible outcomes will be critical to the delivery of
the Procurement Strategy. This requires being able to report back on whether the
Council is:












Improving and developing the shape of the mixed market model in terms of
the way the Council spends its money and delivers, goods, works and
services, and ensuring such is sustainable;
Managing and reporting on the economic impact of how much business is
delivered by Cumbrian-based organisations, (and others), as a percentage
of total Council spend (and applying the Local Multiplier effect);
Demonstrating ‘excellent’/’good’ value for money Goods, Works, Services
and Utilities through research into national best practice and robust contract
management/monitoring regimes;
Delivering stretching income/contract savings targets, and wider benefits,
through commissioning, procurement and contract management processes;
Demonstrating innovation and/or transformation in terms of commissioning,
procurement and delivery,(including review and appropriateness of various
internal and external delivery models/legal entities);
Demonstrating strong partnerships and collaboration at both local, regional
and national levels;
Achieving overall improvement in terms of performance against time, cost
and quality.

The Council will produce a delivery plan (a set of measures) identifying the metrics
set against the outcomes required, as exampled in Appendix 3.
7.3

Organisational resource

The Procurement and Contract Management team within Finance is involved with
all procurement activities and the full commissioning and procurement cycle for
corporate contracts, including utilities. The PCM team provides contract monitoring
advice support to the Directorates, comprises of around 24 fte’s; providing advice
and support in all County Council formal procurement exercises; involvement in the
early commissioning stages of most tender exercises, and later, a degree of
contract management/monitoring in support of the wider directorates, including all
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contract management/monitoring of a raft of corporate contracts. In addition to the
above, another part of the team (6.16 fte’s) also commissions transport for
mainstream and special schools; Pupil Referral Units; Out of County Placements
and Rural Wheels.
The team supports policy and strategic leads and commissioners in service
directorates in relation to the commissioning, procurement, contract management
and review cycle of activities.
7.4

Governance and Review of the Strategy

The corporate pipeline of commissioning activity is identified through a Contracts
Register, which is visible to, and shared with the marketplace. This ‘pipeline’ of
activities is reviewed and discussed on a regular basis with the Commissioning and
Procurement Working Group, and with Corporate Directors and Portfolio Holders in
the commissioning and the awarding of contracts.
On a quarterly basis, and by exception report to Corporate Management Team,
Assistant Directors review the top 20-25 ‘live’ high value/high risk ‘significant
contracts,’ and where appropriate, such will be reported to Members via an agreed
escalation procedure.
Quarterly corporate performance reporting of delivery against the strategy and
annual reporting to Scrutiny Management Board will also take place in relation to
spend with SME’s and application of Social Value through contracts.

8.

Conclusion

The Strategy provides Cumbria County Council with a number of opportunities to
build upon its successes over the past few years. Through its procurement activity
the Council is well placed to support the delivery of high quality public services;
improvements in outcomes, and the role of SME’s and other Cumbrian
organisations within the local economy.

March 2018

Appendices:
Appendix 1: Council delivery against national recommendations
Appendix 2: Social Value Toolkit
Appendix 3: Delivery Plan
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Appendix 1: Council delivery against national recommendations
This appendix sets out how the Council has addressed the recommendations in
two national reports into local authority procurement, published by the House of
Commons and the Local Government Association.
House of Commons Communities and Local Government Committee: ‘Local
Government Procurement’: Published 13 March 2014.
Improving local government: The County Council has appropriate mechanisms in
place to enable it to measure the costs and savings of procurement exercises; it
achieves savings through aggregation of contracts, where appropriate to do so,
both locally and through regional and national purchasing arrangements; it
collaborates with other Councils (Chairing a Cumbria-wide procurement group,
comprising of the County Council, six District Councils, Police; University and
LDNPA) and pan government buying organisations, and determines the most
appropriate routes to market via stand alone, local or national framework contracts,
sub-dividing such where appropriate to do so, to enable SME’s to compete more
equitably.
Delivering strategic objectives through procurement: Virtually all contracts are
awarded on a best value basis (‘MEAT’, most economically advantageous tender)
i.e. not solely on price, and the implementation of socio, economic and
environmental benefit clauses are introduced to varying degrees in all contracts,
where appropriate and proportionate to do so.
Procurement processes: Tender documentation has been streamlined, with a
particular focus on supporting smaller organisations in the bidding process, and
indeed, prompt payment processes are in place for all Small Medium Enterprises
(SME’s).
Managing risk: Contracts are ‘future proofed’ in terms of contractors bearing their
share of the effect of further budget cuts to the Council i.e. appropriate clauses are
written into contracts, relating to, for example, specified indices ‘inflators’, no
guarantee of spend, or links to grant monies coming from central government.
Outsourcing service delivery: employment issues: The Council monitors certain
services going out to tender, specifically Adult Social Care, in relation to hourly
rates of pay (against the National Living Wage), and indeed, the wider employee
Terms and Conditions packages i.e. training, mileage rates and expenses policies
etc.
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Probity and governance: Appropriate levels of contract monitoring (i.e. KPI’s) are
in place, based on the complexity of each contract, and contracts are let in a
transparent manner and subsequent performance is duly auditable.
Achieving change: Procurement is used to underpin a joined-up process from
initial service design and commissioning, through purchasing of goods and letting
of contracts, to contract management and review. It has a lead Member and senior
officer, and feeds into both a Commissioning & Procurement Working Group for
‘advice and direction’ and into Scrutiny Management Board to a wider group of
Members.

Local Government Association (LGA): ‘National Procurement Strategy for
Local Government in England 2014’: Published July 2014.
Making savings: The County Council has a mature ‘Category Management’
approach in place in relation to supporting and identifying main spend categories,
and dealing with them in the most appropriate manner i.e. buying locally, regionally,
nationally and via discreet and/or national contracts/frameworks. ‘Partnering and
Collaboration’ takes place with other local Cumbrian public sector bodies, and at
both regional and national levels too. ‘Contract and supplier management’ has
been streamlined and is more focussed and appropriate; performance is more
robustly enforced, and the supply base is analysed by high value/high risk;
bottleneck; routine and leverage (The Kraljic Matrix is used). ‘Partnering and
transparency’ is adhered to in relation to publishing and sharing data. Risk registers
and RAG systems are produced, beginning at the commissioning stage, through
procurement and into contract management phases in relation to ‘risk, mitigation
and fraud.’ In terms of ‘Demand management,’ procurement is involved at an early
stage in the commissioning process in relation to exploring alternative models.
Supporting local economies: In terms of ‘Economic, environmental and Social
Value,’ opportunities are assessed, where appropriate and proportionate to do so;
sustainability is built into the procurement cycle, and ethical issues such as fair pay
and zero hours contracts are considered. ‘SME and Third Sector’ opportunities are
regularly assessed at an early stage; guidance on ‘How to do business with the
County Council’ and a contract pipeline of future activities are both available on our
website, as is awareness raising/training, pre and post formal tender processes.
Leadership: Professional qualifications (CIPS) have been obtained by the four
procurement managers, and all the procurement and contracts team have
undergone general procurement and contract management training. (A more formal
technical level training programme will commence in late 2017/18). There is
strategic responsibility at director level and a Cabinet Member ‘champion,’ and
there are linkages between Procurement and Corporate priorities/plans. In terms of
‘Commissioning’, the procurement team supports the service directorate
commissioning teams i.e. a multi-functional projects/team approach; co-produce
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work; timetables for delivery and governance reporting; risk management, and
there are clear lines of demarcation.
Modernisation: In terms of commercialisation and income generation the relevant
market segments are engaged early in the process, with initial proposals and
requests for inputs; contracts, where appropriate, are outcome focussed; future
proofed; flexible and have refresh/break clauses for future reviews. With regard to
modern technology, the Council uses a web-based portal for its tendering activities
and e-invoicing is in place.
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Appendix 2: Social Value Toolkit

Appendix 2: Social Value Toolkit
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Appendix 3: Development Plan
THEMES
AIMS

OUTCOMES

ACTIVITY



• Value for money is achieved
for the Council and the people
of Cumbria – procurement
drives efficiencies and results in
cost effective purchasing
decisions within available
resources;

Income through Early Payment (PSS) scheme
Income via YPO ‘dividend’ (Targeted purchasing via pan government orgs)

X
X

£450,000 per annum
£150,000 per annum

Contract savings through commissioning/procurement reviews (expiring/new
contracts)
Fully electronic end to end commissioning, procurement and contract management
process

X

Aim for 5% reduction

• The impact and value from
our contract expenditure is
maximised – opportunities will
be taken to incorporate socio,
economic and environmental
benefit clauses are
incorporated into contracts,
wherever relevant and
proportionate to do so
• The Council encourages and
supports the operation of
effective markets - the Council
will use its purchasing power
and relationships to help
optimise competition and
performance, seeking to
mitigate risks of market failure
and put in place simple, robust
and legally compliant contract
procedures.

Detailed Spend Analysis across all categories of addressable spend to inform contract
decision making

X

Min number of stakeholder engagements for OJEU contracts:

X

30 Per Annum

Increase number of suppliers using The Chest (electronic portal):

X

56,000 Per Annum

) Alternative procurement models applied as routes to market.

X

Optimise collaborative opportunities with public and Third Sector organisations

X

• Council Plan outcomes and
activities are delivered from
procured goods and services
meeting the commissioning
needs of services users;
• Local economic growth is
supported – local organisations
are supported to bid, win and
deliver Council contracts where
possible;

Number of contracts advertised via The Chest.

X

We will use the following:
(i) YPO (we currently have associate
status)
(ii) other nat. Public Buying
Organisations (using such)
(iii) Crown Commercial Services -Cent.
Gov’t (using such)
(iv) EPIC -Cumbrian-based public
bodies (chairing such)
(v) Third Sector bodies (Using such 9% of total spend)
200 per annum.

CCC Spend through national SME’s

X

50% (35% of its supply base)

Undertake Supply chain analysis/ LM3 info and reports (impact on the local
economy)
CCC spend with all Cumbrian orgs
CCC Contracts awarded to Cumbrian organisations

X
X
X

50%
75%

CCC local SME spend

X

35%



To support the
Council’s longterm financial
sustainability
and drive
efficiencies

Support local
economic
growth whilst
responding to
commissioning
requirements

WT

EE

DT

PI

Target

X

Date

April 2019

01/10.2018

Every quarter

RAG

Support the implementation of commissioning strategies of Children’s services and
Health and Care Services in procuring prevention and intervention services, assisting
the review and re modelling of commissioning and procurement intentions, where
appropriate
All 'significant contracts' to have a corporate risk log

Optimise the
opportunities for
delivering Social
value opportunities
through
procurement

• The Council’s commitment to
the Living Wage is
demonstrated – the
encouragement of providers to
pay the Living Wage
Foundation’s Living Wage to
their staff in delivering services
to the Council;

X

By 01/04/19

X

by 01/04/2018

All ‘significant contracts’ (High risk/high value/politically sensitive) input into new
Contract Management software system.
Remainder of Council contracts input into new Contract Mgt software system

X

Beginning 01/04/2018

X

By 01/04/2019

Increase application of Social Value clauses, where appropriate to do so as contracts
are awarded

X

Produce an ethical contracting charter

X

Footnote: The Activities are a ‘best fit’ against the Aims and Outcomes
Themes Key:
WT: Working Together
EE: Enterprise & Efficiency
DT: Digital Transformation
PI: Prevention & Intervention
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90% of all relevant contracts have at
least one clause income

By 01/04/2019

